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When Exceptional
Leadership Matters

Raison D’être
What challenges, or goals do you have right now?
Who you hire and how they deliver against these will be one of the most important decisions you
will make.
Helping customer and digital led businesses hire exceptional, diverse and impactful talent is what
we do. Saving you time and money. Driving exit, value and performance.
Working in partnership with you to identify, attract and retain, top tier talent across your market.
Positioning your business, role and brand ahead of your competition.
Delivering a fantastic candidate experience.
Improving the success and retention of your next hire.
Helping you achieve your goals, targets, growth, ambitions and exit values.
Delivering a more diverse and inclusive leadership recruitment strategy.
Recruiting for excellence, helping you hire more resilient, self aware employees for improved
leadership and workplace relations.
We offer management consultancy across talent acquisition.
The ability to identify and hire top talent, resilient, diverse leaders, skills and subject
matter experts to advance and deliver your vision, ambition and goals is critical to
you and your businesses success.

The biggest impact
on business growth
or decline is effective
leadership and
management.
(McCrindle)

Brand, Customer and Employee Experience are the Differentiator
' Brand, Customer and Employee form the experience holy trinity. The days of disconnectivity between these
pillars are long gone. Brand promise is now inextricably linked to experience.' Jamie Thorpe, Ipsos Mori
When your employees are engaged, they don't just become "happier" – they become better performers. ‘Gallup’
Douglas Jackson are at the forefront of the customer evolution. We are proud to have partnered
with many organisations as they develop their customer, operational, experience, digital,
employee and data strategies. Delivering significant transformation, growth, scale, sale and exit
values. Placing C-Suite, NED's, Directors and key strategic leadership and subject matter experts
who have improved their customer, employee and product/service offering to revolutionise how
they do business with, acquire and retain their customers and provide a great place to work for
their colleagues.
We help some of the world’s leading brands and blue-chip organisations, as well as start up and
PE/VC backed companies to identify the key skills, experience and ultimately the ‘right fit’ for
your business.
Many of the individuals we have placed have gone on to be recognised for numerous awards and
industry accolades, whilst driving significant business uplifts and or transformation.

'Hannah has been a significant support to myself and my organisation in
sourcing some top senior leadership capability. She has a wide and diverse
understanding of a range of sectors and business areas and will work hard to
deeply understand your needs and requirements not only from a skills and
capability point of view but also from a values and culture point of view.'
Sam Leigh, Chief Operating Officer, Radian Housing

73% of companies
with aboveaverage customer
experience perform
better financially than
their competitors.
(Forbes)

Search and Selection That Partners Your Business with Exceptional, Diverse Talent
Our approach, culture and people are different and that makes all the difference.
By challenging traditional practice and out-dated models of recruitment delivery and pricing, we
can bring a fresh, proven and successful approach to Executive Search.
Our retained search offers; In depth job and behavioural profiling, extensive market research and
knowledge, video interviews or assessments, competency question responses, market
benchmarking, an online digital platform, executive summary, flexible pricing, extended
guarantees, and a dedicated Management Consultant working with you throughout in a transparent,
trusted partnership.
It isn’t about just matching the right skills and experience; Utilising the tools offered through
Douglas Jackson Search, we will work with you to identify a short list which are a proven
behavioural as well as skills match.
Retained Search is not just for the C-Suite. It is a highly effective, thorough, professional process to
enable you to make informed decisions and hire the right key leadership talent, skills and
behaviours you need. If you are looking for more diverse and inclusive recruitment shortlists, we
help our clients who want to attract diverse talent and create a culture of inclusion.
Looking to identify who are the most resilient leaders? We have the tools to help you measure
resilience, emotional and social intelligence and motivation. Together with video interviews and
applications, we have the tools and technology available for you.
'Michelle placed me in a role back in the 00’s and she has remained one of a small group of
industry specialists that I would highly recommend. She stays in touch with candidates and is
genuinely interested in you as a person, not just whether she can get any more placement
opportunities. Straight talking and always comes back to you with timely updates, even if the
news is not what you want hear. I would strongly recommend Michelle to Employers and
candidates alike, you will not be disappointed'
Ross Telfer, Operations Director, Teleperformance

87% of executives said
they were experiencing
skill gaps in their
workforce or expected
them within a few years.
But less than half of
respondents had a clear
sense of how to address
the problem. (McKinsey)

High-End Executive Search For Exceptional Diverse Impactful Leadership
A fully tailored service, we will work with you to set the right approach.
Confidential Service
Extensive Research
Market Insight
Talent Mapping
Networking
Long List Production
Thorough Screening Interview and Selection
Shortlist Presentation
Cutting Edge Job and Behavioural Profiling
Video Applications and Screening

Behavioural profiling can
fill in the gaps that
traditional recruitment
methods leave open.
(Thomson Reuters )

A transparent, open, collaborative and committed partnership, we are with you at every stage of the process.
Douglas Jackson Search utilises an award winning innovative, digital recruitment platform, with cutting edge tools
and assessements where over 96% of new employees recruited using the Douglas Jackson Search methodology are
with the same employer after a minimum of 12 months. We also offer an extended money back guarantee.

'We engaged Douglas Jackson when looking for a new Customer Service Director to
support a changed outsource model and architect a significant transformation focused
on simplification and digitisation. We tendered the opportunity and it was clear in the
pitch that Hannah had a fabulous network and a clear understanding of the blended
experience that we needed. The candidate review, selection and offer process was very
well managed with a strong set of candidates meeting the brief. The true reflection on
the quality of the process has been that the candidate selected has made a big impact
in their first 9 months into our business. Thanks'
Jamie Ford, Director Customers, Communication and Innovation, Southern Water

Diverse Impactful Leadership
Diversity is being invited to the party. Inclusion is being asked to dance. (Verna Myers, VP of
Inclusion Strategy for Netflix)

Companies in the top
quartile for gender or
racial and ethnic diversity
57% of our appointments have been diverse candidates since 2017
are more likely to have
financial returns above
Employers are increasingly coming to recognise the strong business case for improving the level of
diversity and inclusion within their workforce and across all levels of their senior leadership. A more their national industry
medians. (McKinsey)
diverse and inclusive workforce delivers higher levels of engagement, creativity and innovation.
75% of our workforce are women, as is our founder.
Our reputation as an inclusive search firm makes us a destination for diverse, senior talent and allows us
to successfully engage candidates from diverse backgrounds. Working with leaders and businesses who
are passionate about their people and building inclusive organsiations.
We have a continually expanding extensive network of women, ethnic minority and LGBTQ+ leaders
forged over many years and are committed to sourcing the best possible shortlist of talented
professionals for each assignment.
'I cannot recommend Michelle and her team highly enough.
The level of time taken to understand the requirements of both Clients and Candidates is
exceptional, and undoubtedly the best I have seen in their industry, based on my 20 years
experience, and more than 10 years working with Michelle and Douglas Jackson. This is
reflected in time taken, detail and passion and drive to get the best possible outcome.
Coupled with a detailed interest in their chosen field makes them the easy choice and
recommendation to work with.'
Nick Spence-Thomas, Chairman, Appian Task Limited

Our Promise
An unstructured selection and interview process is likely the start of a failed attempt of recruitment
and retention. The traditional methods of interviewing alone, result in a significant loss of new
hires within the first 12 months of employment. The cost of a bad hire is up to three times the
annual remuneration of the appointment. (Study researched & published by the Recruitment &
Employment Confederation, October 2017)
We have the expertise, experience, tools and technology to substantially improve the success,
retention and development of your new hires, saving you time and money, helping you achieve
your goals and success.
Working with a trusted partner protects your brand and enhances the candidate experience.
We deliver a service which connects you to the best talent available in the market, not on the
market.
We offer an extended money back guarantee for users of the Douglas Jackson Search methodology.
As your Executive Search partner, we will deliver all elements of your campaign and commit
the resource, time and exceptional effort to effectively source the very best talent in the market.
We promise open, regular, transparent and honest communication always.
'I worked closely with Michelle when exploring my own learning journey. When working
together I found Michelle incredibly informative, detailed in depth of industry knowledge,
matched my curiosity with rich conversation and demonstrated equal patience and
perseverance! Michelle explored and followed up every question I had and was very
supportive during our collaboration. Michelle was a key person in my self-development and
is highly recommended!'
Rob Long, European Talent Acquisition Leader, Apple

80 percent of employee
turnover is due to bad
hiring decisions, and
those decisions can cost
more than five times the
annual salary of the bad
hire.
(Harvard Business
Review)
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